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Information theory 
 

1)  A brain machine interface in which the patient chooses the left (p=0.33) or right (p=0.67) 

target is designed based on the amplitude of an EEG evoked potential to the desired: 

 High EP Low EP 

Left choice 0.25 0.75 

Right choice 0.91 0.09 

 

a) What is the entropy of the EP amplitude? What is the entropy of the desired choice?   

b)  How much information does the EP convey on the desired choice?  

c)  Using the above interface, you are required to encode the following quote (ignore 

spaces and punctuation): 

“If opportunity doesn’t knock, build a door.” 

Given that the maximum rate of patient choices is 2.25Hz (2.25 left/right choices per 

second), how much time will be needed in order to send the entire message: 

i. Assuming a naïve code in which all English letters have equal probabilities?  

Start by calculating the minimum number of bits required to code one letter.  

For example: an 8 letter alphabet (“A-H”) could be coded completely with 3 bits, that 

provide 8 possible options:  A=000, B=001, C=010, D=011, E=100, F=101, G=110, H=111. 

2)  A group of OCD patients and a control group are asked to type long, random, binary 

sequence (e.g. 0100011000101…). In both groups the prior probability of single (first) binary 

characters is equal. However, in the OCD patients group the probability of 2 successive 

characters to be different is 0.14 while the probability of different successive characters is 0.53 

in the control group.  

a) What is the mutual information between each 2 successive characters in each group?  

b) Explain the reason for your findings. 

c) Given that the prior probability for the single (first) binary character 1 is 0.9994 in OCD 

patients and 0.5 in healthy patients, which group would have the higher mutual information 

between successive characters? Calculate & explain. 

*Solve all questions without using code/Matlab unless otherwise stated 


